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TYiition hike raises
Budget meetings
Dan Shortridge
Associate Editor
Next year's tuition hike should-
n't take too large a bite out of stu-
dents" budgets, officials said this
week, while acknowledging the
possibility of "sticker shock" as
fees begin nudging $30,000.
President R. Stanton Hales said
a primary concern in setting the
rate was balancing the school's
budget, which suffered a $1 mil-
lion hit as Wooster's endowment
New program to train EMTs
Sarah Core
Staff Writer
The College is preparing to
launch a new emergency response
program that will train students as
EMTs and put them on call to
work with the Wellness Center
and Security officers.
Officials got the go-ahe- ad for
the new project this week.
"After Sept. 11, people started
looking at their emergency
response plans and figuring out
other ways that they needed to
expand it," said Nancy Anderson,
director of the Student Wellness
Center and a project co-coordina- tor.
"We're really excited about it
and pleased that there is so much
enthusiasm."
Anderson and Campus Minister
Linda Morgan-Cleme-nt are organ-
izing an April training course for
First Responders, people trained
for medical emergencies includ- -
Former KX pledge
re-fil- es hazing lawsuit.
- page 2
setfor next week
value dropped over the last year.
But he said the five percent
tuition increase just slightly
over the rate of inflation is
much less than that of some pri-
vate schools this year. Many
schools across the country are
raising rates dramatically to make
up for budget problems caused by
the economic recession.
"When you look at comparable
liberal arts institutions, you'll find
our increase to be right in line
with theirs," Hales said.
oiomnt
A planned EMT certification course set for next semester will likely put j
Wooster students in close contact with local emergency squads. '
ing CPR and childbirth. A train-
ing and certification program for
Emergency Medical Technicians
will follow in the fall.
Geoff Allerton '04, a three-ye- ar
EMT from Pennsylvania, said the
initial meeting with 65 people
turning out went very well.
mvmmm
Flood of letters addresses
plethora of concerns.
- page 5
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America's Oldest Weekly College
specter of
Bob Walton, vice president for
finance and business, said it's
"guaranteed" that the comprehen-
sive fee now $29,800 will
rise above $30,000 next year.
Hales said that number "has been
a psychological factor" for some
schools and prospective students.
But Walton said that in the
school's immediate peer group, the
Ohio Five consortium, Wooster is
the only college not to have fees at
the $30,000 level already.
"That means by the time we hit
$30,000, 'sticker shock has
already happened," Walton said.
It
.
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"The student response has been
wonderful," said Allerton, who
plans to get recertified in Ohio.
"Nancy and Linda have done a
great job. And I'm really happy
that they're taking the bull by the
See "Emergency response. " pg. 3
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Wooster dopplegangers
on display.
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Newspaper
$30K sticker shock
Few of Wooster's other peers
have yet announced their 2002-0- 3
tuition rates yet. but Walton
said he expects them to be slight-
ly higher.
"My sense is we're probably
going to be on the low end of the
range," he said.
The lowest tuition hike in the
last decade was 3 percent in 1999-200- 0.
and the highest was 6.4 per-
cent in 1993-9- 4. The average
increase has been around 4.9 per-
cent. Hales said.
Hales said a primary goal in set-
ting tuition rates is keeping a
Alleged work-stud-y
violations untrue
Alex Pries
Masagisg Editor
A recent national magazine report
incorrectly stated that the College is
violating federal law by using 3.8
percent of its federal work-stud- y
money in community roles, well
below the federal minimum of
seven percent, officials said
David Miller, director of finan-
cial aid for the College, said that
the College did not violate federal
law, as charged in a recent issue of
"The Washington Monthly." He
said the school did not accept the
full amount of work-stud- y money
from the Federal Work-Stud- y
Program that it could have.
"We are not in violation," he
said. "We have not claimed from
the government all the money we
could because we haven't be able
Omit
Students get culture from
NYCtudy program.
- page 8
The process of living is the
process of reacting to stress.
- Dr. Stanley J. Samoff
Wooster education affordable.
"We need to be sensitive to the
fact that students and families are
also experiencing the recession,
and we don"t want to add to
that." Walton said. "We're not
balancing the budget on the backs
of students."
Tuition makes up about 60 per-
cent of the school's operating
budget, but Walton said the
increase won't generate a lot of
new net income.
He and Hales are set to meet
See "Tuition, " pg. 3
to spend it all in community
work-stud- y roles." he said.
Sharon Bodle. director of student
employment, said that while the
College is not currently at the fed-
eral minimum, her office is work-
ing to improve those numbers.
"We're making really good
strides to make students aware of
the community service option,"
she said. "It lets them interact
with the greater Wooster commu-
nity. We will continue to expand
our employer base and improve
our information."
Some of those strides include
making more information avail-
able to students about work study
options, contacting community-servic- e
oriented enterprises and
finding those enterprises with- -
See " Work options, " pg. 2
Spring sports kick off
seasons.
page 11
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Pledge's hazing lawsuit re-fil- ed
Dan Shortridge
Associate Editor
A former Woostcr student has
re-fil- ed a lawsuit against the
College, two baseball coaches
and several former members of
the Kappa Chi section over a
1999 hazing case.
Former KX pledge Chris Babis
voluntarily dropped his suit last
February, but brought it back to
court earlier this month. He
argued that the College should
be held liable for the injuries
caused by the hazing because
officials knew about it and
allowed it to continue.
Babis Cleveland attorney was
not able to be reached for com-
ment on Wednesday. A College
spokesman, baseball coach Tun
Pettorini and former assistant
coach Barry Craddock '94 now
coaching at Denison University
all either declined to comment
or could not be reached.
Students get history experience
Andrew R. Waldman
Staff Writer
Two Woostcr students are trac-
ing the history of the automobile
for an educational project for a
multinational corporation with
operations in the area.
Brian Mitchell and Pam
Scherphorn '02s are completing
public history internships at
LuK Incorporated, a German
auto parts manufacturer. The
project will result in a historical
exhibit at the company's new
training facility.
After the two were chosen for
the internship, they brain-storm- ed
on several different
ways to approach the project.
Among the ideas were a time-
line and a categorical presenta-
tion of the history.
Mitchell and Scherphorn even-
tually decided to focus on several
aspects of auto history: the inven-
tors and innovators of the indus-
try, Ohio's relation to auto pro-
duction, racing and a general
timeline of events. Each aspect
will be presented in a different
part of the training facility.
:
-
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The suit also seeks to hold
liable Andrew Yanchunas, Jeff
Gostlin and Brian Claypool '99s
and Bryan Kinney 00. The four
were together known as the sec-
tion's "Hellmasters," and pled
guilty to disorderly conduct in
June 1999.
In his dismissal petition, filed
Feb. IS, 2001, Babis retained the
right to re-fi- le his suit within one
year of dismissal. The new suit
was filed Feb. 13; 2002. He is
seeking $50,000 in damages.
During the hazing contro-
versy that swept campus dur-
ing the spring of 1999, Babis
and another former student,
Matthew Walter, told police
and investigators that section
members beat, cut. urinated on
and mentally abused members
of the pledge class.
According to statements given
to police by some of the former
pledges, Pettorini and Craddock
encouraged membership in the
...... j pEizrr
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Photo by Emily Davis
The LuK Incorporated building in Woostcr. Pam Scherphorn and Brian
Mitchell '02s are busy recordng the history of the car for LuK.
Mitchell saw the opportunity
not only to receive some course
credit and money for the intern-
ship, but also to acquire knowl-
edge in an area with which he
was not familiar.
"It sparked my interest right off
the bat," said Mitchell. "This was
something completely new to me.
I am really hoping to a get a better
understanding of the automobile
industry and how it has affected
American lives,"
section to build team unity.
Walter also told police he was
harassed and threatened after
talking with authorities, forc-
ing him to hire a personal
bodyguard for the remainder of
his time on campus.
The College's judicial system
also dealt with the charges, dis-
banding the section and disciplin-
ing several of its members.
The first lawsuit was initially
filed in Cleveland in January
2000 and transferred to Wayne
County that fall.
During the first case, attorneys
for the College contended the
school should not be held liable
because Ohio's definition of haz-
ing was unconstitutionally vague.
Attorneys had argued in court
documents that some conduct
under the state's definition
could be "protected speech"
under the First Amendment to
the Constitution, as a Lucas
County Court has held.
Scherphorn said the work has
been exciting. 'I needed a job,
and it's a great experience," she
said. "I hope this helps with my
career I want to work in muse-
ums and work in the history field.
"It's also taught me how to
brainstorm on a new subject," said
Mitchell "It's very interesting that
you can come into something not
knowing anything about it, and
come away knowing things you'd
never thought you'd know."
.
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Work options explored
continued from page 1
in walking or biking distance of
the College.
Bodle said many factors con-
tributed to the College's failure to
meet the minimum requirements.
One of the major problems has
been the issue of transportation
with many students unable to
reach off-camp-us jobs.
Both Miller and Bodle said the
government mandates the types of
community-servic- e based enter-
prises that are acceptable for
work-stud- y. Even if a student
finds an organization they want to
work for, the government has the
final say whether that particular
organization fits the criteria.
Joshua Green, the author of
"The Washington Monthly" piece,
wrote that most colleges that
failed to meet the minimum feder-
al requirement also fail to "even
bother to request an easily obtain-
able waiver" that would excuse
them from violating the law.
In reality. Miller said that the
waiver option is hardly ever used.
"The waiver problem exists in
law, but the government has been
very clear that these waivers are
not guaranteed ... they are only
available for extraordinary cir-
cumstances. We've never felt
we've qualified," he said.
The magazine's article said that
many colleges alter their numbers
when it comes to community
related work-stud- y programs,
insuring that they meet the mini-
mum requirements and continue
to receive financial aid.
Miller said he is aware of this
happening in many colleges, but
stressed that the College does not
lie about its numbers.
"We looked at the issue and
decided to play the game
absolutely straight Woostcr does
not fudge," he said.
An example of this lying,
according to Green, involves col--
T "'
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David Miller
Director ofFinancial Aid
leges and universities categoriz-
ing a student working in their
libraries as filling a community
service role. Their justifica-
tion for counting this as a
service job is because the
library is open to the general com-
munity as well as students.
"The regulations that create this
community service fraction
stipulate that jobs have to be
genuine community service ...
reading tutors, math tutors and
teachers' aides in low-inco- me
schools," Miller said. "These
jobs should be created in con-
sultation with community
action agencies."
"A lot of colleges of our sort say
that the college library is open to
the community. Students who
work in the college library are
therefore earning those work-stud- y
funds. That is so blatant a
twisting of both the spirit and the
letter of the regulation ... we
would rather give back the few
thousand dollars and be honest,"
Miller said.
For this fiscal year. Miller
said the federal government
provided the College with
$257,714 for work-stud- y pro-
grams that the College
matched with $85,905 of its
own funds.
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Students blast communication woes at civility forum
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
Miscommunication within the
campus community is one reason
for the increased tension between
the College, students and the
Wooster community, accord-
ing to participants at a Sunday
forum on ciyility.
Several students said policy
changes that occur without stu-
dent input alienate them from par-
ticipating at the College.
"There are changes, that occur
so quickly," Alexander Farag '04
said. "Sometimes student input is
taken, but then not really used. It
gets frustrating after a while."
Kendra Heffelbower '02 said
that she is a contact person for a
small house program and was not
notified about the proposed resi-
dent assistant policy changes,
E-m- ail gets fixes
Craig Rolle
Staff Writer
The College's top computing
official said this week that prob-
lems with the new campus e-m- ail
system are well on their way to
being solved.
Academic Computing
Director Phil Harriman said
that the glitches in the new
Novell ScotMail system so far
included some users being
blocked from accessing their
accounts. But he said the
school is working with a
Novell consultant and hopes
to have the problems solved soon.
"We have had numerous problems
with the new e-m- ail system,"
Harriman said.
The switch to the Novell system
was made at the end of last semes-
ter to allow students studying off-camp-us
to be acclimated to the
new software, Harriman said. It
replaced the outdated and archaic
VAX e-m- ail system.
He said that one problem
involved the system's use of
"authentication," a procedure used
to prevent unwanted e-m- ail, or
spam, which floods e-m- ail boxes
with unwanted mail with no trace-
able return addresses. Harriman
said that the new system would
which will allow RAs to live in
certain small houses.
"Nobody heard about this
before it occurred," she said.
"I think if someone had com-
municated with us ... it just goes
along with other policies that have
been made in the past My sugges-
tion to the administration would
be to communicate better to get
suggestions before you act"
Jonathan Honefenger '04,
SGA's vice-preside- nt for student
affairs, said that the opportuni-
ty for students to communi-
cate does exist but he sees a
lack of student activism, citing
SGA's failure to fill all of its seats
since the beginning of the year.
The forum, organized and run
by Dean of Students Kurt Holmes,
provided students, faculty and
community members an opportu-
nity to voice questions about
"require authentication for users,"
meaning that the Novell users had
to be identified before being
allowed to send an e-m- ail.
"We did not anticipate that the
new software would require
authentication," Harriman said.
In addition to the authenti-
cation issue, he said that
Novell has intermittently
blocked students from access-
ing (logging into) their
Wooster accounts. "Every so
often Novell rejects log-ins- ,"
said Harriman, which he
referred to as a "550 error."
"Novell will reject log-in- s at
two in the morning and it will
take some time before we can
fix the problem," Harriman said.
Seniors!
r Your Independent
Study is due in
days!
College policies in the wake of
on-camp- us sexual assaults,
violence towards faculty and
most recently, the slandering of
Director of Housing and
Residential Life Dave Brown in
graffiti across campus.
Brown said he understands stu-
dents concerns, having been an
undergraduate leader once him-
self. "I worked with similar
groups trying to make changes
that I felt needed to be made," he
said. "I hope that I can continue to
work with some of you on making
things work."
Holmes said he doesn't believe
the issue of civility is just a
Wooster problem. "But we should
strive to be better and different
and more then what the outside
world would bring upon us," he
said. "This ought to be a civil
conversation ... no matter what
Emergency response gears up
continued from page 1
horns and starting this."
The 20-se- at First Responder
course will begin in April, and the
first 15 participants will have their
fees waived. Anderson said offi-
cials are asking for at least a full
year's commitment from newly-certifi- ed
responders, including
three 12-ho- ur on-ca-ll shifts and
four hours of volunteering with
educational programs.
"We are looking for people we
can train, who will then give back
Tuition increase set
continued from page I
next week to map out solutions to
the College's ongoing budget
problems. Wooster's endowment
lost 6.9 percent last year, meaning
the amount of income available
from the returns on stocks and
bonds slowed considerably.
Income from the endowment
regularly generates between 20
and 25 percent of the school's
available spending cash.
Hales has said all operational
changes will be in place by the
end of March. Members of the
Board of Trustees generally meet
we feel about the status of
where we are now. The other
piece is we should all be pret-
ty blunt and candid with each
other because that's the only
way we really hear the opin-
ions and get to the root of
what we're thinking."
Other students, mirroring
Heffelbower's concerns, asked
the College's administration to
respond to claims that policy
changes failed to include students.
SGA President Jen Telischak
'02 cited the College's all-camp- us
party policy as one reason for stu-
dents' behavior.
"The party policy that was
implemented two years ago is
making it more difficult to
have all-camp- us parties ...
People are going underground
with their drinking, people are
going off campus with their drink
a certain amount of time for the
cost of training," she said.
Eventually, the project's leaders
hope to establish a program house
on campus to provide support to
the volunteers.
Anderson said participants will
hopefully become more involved
in the community, which may
look to the College for emergency
services.
First Responder certification is
a general three-ye- ar program; the
classes will take up two nights a
in April to discuss the budget fur-
ther once officials have a bet-
ter idea of the size of the
incoming class.
Officials have pledged that no
faculty positions will be cut, but
that staff position cuts are likely.
Walton declined to provide
specifics of the proposals made
by department heads over the last
few weeks.
"I don't want to give exam-
ples, because no decisions have
been made yet, and that might
make some people nervous," he
said. "But we want to make
everything as transparent as pos--
ing," she said.
Telischak also said there is a
larger problem of miscommuni-
cation. "I feel like we're in a
huge knot right now, and there
are a thousand places we could
start to untangle it. and that's
where we're starting and it's
just making the knot worse,"
she said.
Students also said they were
concerned about a campus-wid- e
lack of dialogue, includ-
ing general disrespect for oth-
ers and the College's failing to
notify students when bad
events take place.
"I think that there is a real
problem with what we consid-
er violence. We don't talk
about violence, until very
unfortunately, a faculty mem-
ber gets harmed," Kerry
Makin-Byr- d '02 said.
week and two Saturday mornings.
EMT training involves three dif-
ferent levels, expanded volunteer
time and hands-o- n work with local
hospitals and ambulance clauses.
People who expressed inter-
est in the program earlier this
year will soon be receiving
letters in the mail about the
training courses. Others who
wish to participate or get more
information should contact
Anderson at ext. 2038 or
Morgan-Cleme- nt at ext. 2602.
at $29,800
TumoN Hikes
1992-9- 3 .
.
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?5.8 percent
; '
1993-9-4 :.. ; . 6.4 percent
1994- -95 5.3 percent
1995- -96 6.3 percent
1996- -97 43 percent
1997- -98 ' 4.6 percent
1998- -99 3.7 percent
1999- -00 3 percent
2000- -01 4.8 percent
2001- -02 4.2 percent
2002- -03 5 percent
Source: College officials
sible. You won't really know
anything's different."
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College .needs color
To the editors,
It seems as though every day I
learn of one or two more bizarre
policies being initiated by
Housing or enforced by. Security.
Every time I get upset over these
issues, I try to grasp what the root
of my frustration really is, and
what I feel it comes down to is cul-
ture. At the open forum he facili-
tated over the weekend. Dean of
Students Kurt Holmes brought
incidents of sexism, racism and
homophobia to the table, but most
students redirected the conversa-
tion to Security and Housing poli-
cies. I think that both of these con-
versations can be effectively com-
bined if we address an issue of cul-
ture on this campus.
One student brought up the
point that Oberlin College has a
less racist and homophobic envi-
ronment on its campus. Oberlin
sells this diversity as its image;
they have effectively institutional-
ized diversity. And though there
are inherently dangerous ramifica-
tions to the propagation of any
image, even diversity, I feel that
Wooster effectively sells "no
image." Wooster sells "clean."
There is no color on this cam-- .
pus. From the fact that my pro-
gram house's recycling bins have
been called an eyesore by admin-
istrative officials, to the disap-
pearance of couches off of house
porches, to the plan to chicken- -
Ohio schools v. God
To the editors,
I'm writing this letter with
the intent to inform the cam-
pus about the current cre-ationis- m
and evolutionary
debates that are heating up in
Ohio. A group called "Science
Excellence for All Ohioans"
recently lobbied for the inclu-
sion of "Intelligent Design" cre-ationi- sm
in the state public
school standards.
Only about half of us here at
the College are from Ohio. I am
from Colorado, but I still care
about the state standards for pub-
lic schools. This is more than a
local issue, and I encourage inter-
ested students to get involved. A
good place to "read up" on the
issue is to visit www.ohio-science.or- g;
'which 1was' estab
wire off socializing spaces in
small houses, the administration is
effectively erasing signs of life
from this campus while speaking
only of "property values." We
have to live here for four years!
How will we ever address larger
societal problems of racism, sex-
ism and homophobia (which were
prevalent on campus much, much,
much before the forum on
Sunday) when we feel completely
alienated from the place in which
we live? If we are to have an open
society here at Wooster devoid of
racism, sexism and homophobia,
we need policies to reflect that
to initiate it
An open society does not push
socializing off campus, chicken-wir- e
off social areas, ignore cases
of. sexual assault or make drastic
policy changes without communi-
cating with those that will directly
be affected. Communication is so
inherent to a community of social
beings. The meeting on Sunday
was an important first step, but if
Wooster is to have an open socie-
ty, we need to resist creating a
"clean" image and the administra-
tion needs to stop sweeping issues
of conflict under the rug, we need
to get our hands dirty and start
constructing policies that initiate
culture all cultures "and that
work to deconstruct fear.
Kat Hartman '03
lished to defend the state stan-
dards, or www.sciohio.org, which
is the site of the creationists who
have composed the revisions.
Recently several editorials
have been published in "The
Daily Record," the local newspa-
per, and I think it would be very
good for the students on the cam-
pus to be well informed of the
happenings in this regard. The
College of Wooster is already
fairly involved, as Dr. Mark
Wilson has been active in this
controversy for a very long time.
In fact, we now have towns-
people inferring that our profes-
sors must all be "Atheist, com-
munist sympathizers, and liberal
icons." I don't know about you,
but to have the integrity and val-ie- s
" of ; my college 'professors
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Lack of coverage irks students
To the editors.
On behalf of the International
Students Association, I am writ-
ing to express our disappointment
as what we see as a lack of cover-
age of the events that have been
organized by us.
The international body as a
whole, through the International
Students Association and other
smaller international student organ-
izations, have on several occasions
put a lot of effort into educational
and recreational programs, both on
and off campus. Students and fac-
ulty on campus do not hear about
these events because we, the inter-
national students on campus, hard-
ly ever get the recognition that I
believe we deserve.
Among other incidents, a typi-
cal example of what I am talking
about is the Ambassadors' of the
World conference that we organ-
ized on Feb. 2. At this conference,
attacked disturbs me to the point
of a response. As a double major
in geology and religious studies,
this will be the topic of my senior
I.S. and as an active Christian,
this is a personal issue I struggle
with daily.
Briefly, in my opinion, the
currently 'drafted 'state standards
WHAT? fio,
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we were able to gather 150 stu-
dents from 10 different colleges.
The most coverage we got from
the Voice concerning the confer-
ence was a picture on the front
page. We do appreciate that a
picture was in the Voice but I do
not think that is enough to let
people know what went on at the
conference, how successful it
was and why others should get
involved in such an event if it is
organized once more. Even "The
Daily Record" saw the need to
publish an article about the con-
ference in their paper, but your
paper did not see the need to write
more than a line of what occurred
at the conference.
There are other examples of
such incidents where we should
have received more coverage such
as International Week, interna-
tional students' visits to the
Wooster community and also the
are quite good. I think the cre-
ationists are fighting the
wrong fight here because I do
not believe that a scientific
text is the place to learn about
God. "Intelligent Design" is a
religious theory, not a scientific
one. "Intelligent Designers"
wiH- - telt --yonr that they 'arenV
XT itAvff
MY Foot.
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introduction of Halal meat at
Lowry Dining Hall, for which
international students petitioned.
I am writing this letter passion-
ately because after our
International Week celebration
last semester, I talked to a member
of your staff about our concern
and was assured that international
students would get adequate atten-
tion in subsequent editions but
that has not been the case.
I believe strongly that it is very
important for the rest of campus
to know about international stu-
dents' activities because this goes
a long way in bringing unity
amongst international students
and the entire campus body and
also helps to promote diversity at
the College. Thank you.
Yours truly,
Christabel E. Dadzie '04
ISA Vice President
talking about God, but if
you've studied the history of
creationism at all it's plain to
see this is just the newest strate-
gy in their fight to rid the world
of evolution, which in their
minds has poisoned society.
Richard'Poxrte '03
Vtf.wpotnts
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RSA. for a frenzied senior class
In the spirit of I.ntensc S. tress, we thought we would
tend out a little reminder to all those busy seniors who, in
the midst of all-nig- ht writing sessions and their fiftieth
revision, might not be aware of certain events going on
outside their advisors' offices.
Namely, you seniors should be aware that the College's
libraries will be closing their doors on Friday. March 8 at
5 p.m. No, there's nothing you can do about it, so suck it
up and deal with it because the librarians need their vaca-
tions, too. Just be sure to grab your books, drafts, laptops
and stress balls before Friday, because you won't get back
into the Andrew s. Gault or Timken libraries before 9 a.m.
on Monday. March 1 1.
But while we have your attention, you frustrated gaggle
of googly-eye- d soon-to--be grads: Hang in there! Sure, the
next 26 days will be the most hellish you'll ever experience,
but it's not really as bad as it seems. And when it's over,
you, like the librarians, can take a well-deserv- ed vacation.
Juicy new 'aide goes down smooth
Apparently some student concerns have broken through
the concrete walls of Lowry and the high windows of
Galpin. This week students arrived at the Drink Island to
find a pleasant surprise waiting Ocean Spray and
Sunkist brand juices. And last week Kurt Holmes, had a
campus community forum in the Lowry lobby, which was
attended by several faculty and administrative members.
Students requested an upgrade in the juice and Dining
Services was kind enough to listen to our pleas. Students
requested face time with the dean to discuss relevant issues
and he w as there, ready to talk.
.
We're not sure what is going on, but we like it A lot If
only all administrators would take the hint. Students are
talking, if only someone will listen. Imagine if the
Registrar and Security took a second to hear what students
have to say. The possibilities are truly endless. So here's
hoping, though we aren't holding our breath, that this trend
of giving students what they want continues. In the mean-
time, thank you to Dining Services and Dean Holmes for
listening. Oh, and not to push our luck, but can we please
have straws to drink our juice with?
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1Editor: Erin McCann
"Pot" editorials strike bad chord
To the editors.
Remember when life was sim-
pler, when you could sit down to a
meal at one of the dining halls and
chuckle to yourself over a comy
"Star Trek" quote scrawled in the
margin of "The Pot"? Whatever
happened to those days? When did
"The Pot" become a vehicle for the
editor's personal political agenda?
The editorship of "The Pot" is a
paid position and I'm surprised
that our nationally diverse, politi-
cally aware and writing-intensi- ve
college would allow such a waste
of school money to continue.
Saturated with the pompous
inclusion of ridiculous haiku
poems, the needless insight into the
editor's love life and the blatant
misquotation of Biblical and other
respected texts, it goes without say-
ing that "The Pot" is far from a lit-
erary masterpiece. But beyond that,
beyond the pointless excerpts from
pop songs and the personal mes-
sages to friends, the thing that real-
ly gets to me is the so-nam- ed
"Controversy of the Month."
In one of the first editions, the
editor invited "Pot" readers to
submit disputed materials in
order to "spice up" the publica-
tion with a little controversy.
However, the editor is apparently
unclear on the difference between
controversial and offensive. The
articulation of opinions from
opposing sides of an issue is con-
troversy. The edition of "Pot"
entirely devoted to excrement is
offensive. (No, jotting "If you
sprinkle when you tinkle" in the
margin does not qualify as an
articulation of opinion.) In addi- -
To the editors.
Most of you have seen the
issue of "The Pot" distributed
on Monday heralded by the car-
toon "How to destroy a
Merkava Tank." What some of
you may not realize is that this
cartoon is actually a detailed
account of a human tragedy that
occurred on Feb. 14. Palestinian
gunmen attacked a settlers' con-
voy in the Gaza Strip as a diver-
sion to lure an Israeli Merkava-II- I
tank over a land mine,
destroying it and leaving three
soldiers dead. This is a very seri-
ous incident, one attack out of
the many that occur every day in
the ongoing conflict between
Israelis and Palestinians that has
left hundreds dead.
Regardless of which side of the
conflict you might have sympa-
thies for, it is important to realize
the human suffering that this con-
flict has caused to all the people
tion, when a reader did contribute
to "The Pot," the article was post-
ed along with the editor's own
clever additions of "NO!" and
"Wrong!" scribbled over top of it.
Scribbling over an opponent's
writing is not a rebuttal; it's imma-
turity. Thus, I can only conclude
that when the editor encouraged
readers to contribute, he
.
meant
contribute things that supported
his own personal views. Since
then, there has been no ceasing in
the barrage of anti-Americ- an sen-
timent, unspecified laments
regarding world affairs and point-lessl- y
violent cartoons. That's not
information; it's propaganda.
of the Middle East The destruc-
tion of a tank and deaths of three
young soldiers represent a serious
trend of escalating violence in the
region, and should be viewed
somberly.
It is our hope that now you may
see this cartoon not as a clever
attention getter or humorous
strip, but as the real and sad event
that it is. The loss of life that war
brings should never be celebrated
or laughed at To relate this
tragedy as a light-heart- ed comic
is not only inappropriate, but
shows an ignorance of the situa-
tion's gravity. As Americans, we
'
should take the plight of other
peoples very seriously. The way
in which this matter has been
trivialized reflects on our com-
munity; this is not the way that
we wish to be portrayed.
Sincerely,
The College Republicans
Naturally, I believe in freedom
of speech, regardless how inane or
ineffective that speech might be.
However, "The Pot" is a campus
publication and the editor is paid to
design it. It is therefore completely
inappropriate for the editor to use
"The Pot" to oppress the entire
campus with his angst-ridde- n tem-
per tantrum. "The Pot" is for the
announcement of campus activi-
ties. If the editor of "The Pot" feels
the need to harass the entire stu-
dent body, so be it but he should
not do it on campus payroll.
Sincerely,
Claire Frese '02
Drunken morons rip off residents
To the editors,
I am writing to express extreme
disappointment and disgust with
the actions of fellow students who
so blatantly destroyed part of the
building in which I live.
Early last Saturday morning,
when most of the campus was
still sleeping, a few men were
hard at work to repair what
appeared to be the remains of
some people's idea of a good
time. One of Kenarden's outside
metal doors had been entirely torn
off of its hinges during the night.
This was no accident; it required
a bit more than a push and a
shove! At 9 a.m. the maintenance
workers reattaching the door had
already been working for several
hours in the cold. In fact one had
been there since 2:30 in the morn-
ing! No one should have to put in
overtime to clean up after some
other idiots' idea of fun.
Sure. I could expound on other
negative consequences of your
obscene action, such as security
issues, financial costs, rude nois-
es while others are trying to
sleep, cold air rushing into the
suite and an extremely negative
reflection on college students in
the community, but the point is
that your behavior was radically
inappropriate. Your actions do
have consequences that affect
other people. Grow up and show
some decency! You have every
right to have fun on the week-
ends and whenever you want,
but that in no way implies that
you have the license to show
complete and utter disrespect to
the rest of campus.
Most sincerely,
Jen Scherzinger '02
Ffatitkfs 6Editors: AndrewStimson & Victor Rortvedt Assistant Editor: Kara Barney
Americorps: providing exciting alternatives to grad school
Dajvat George
Staff Writer
Ever kicked around the idea of
absconding to Coshocton County
to combat domestic violence, or
maybe considered slipping away
into the Arizona desert to tutor
Navajo children?
The AmeriCorps National
Volunteer program provides these
scintillating experiences and innu-
merable others to college students,
and simultaneously offers to help
alleviate the pesky student loans
that hound many a college graduate.
Since 1961, when President
John F. Kennedy officially
launched the Americorps
National Service Program, the-U.S- .
government has offered col-
lege students the opportunity to
perform critical services in a wide
range of urban and rural venues
across America and collect a
modest paycheck for their efforts.
Last year President George W.
Bush paraded volunteerism and
civic engagement as top priorities
in his faith-base- d initiative. His
Old world
asdrew stimsos
Features Editor
Why spend $30. 000 a year on a
College of Wooster education
w hen you can go to a penny uni-
versity, relax and sip on a really
good latte? Cafd Momus: A
Penny University in Akron is the
life-lon- g dream come true of
Andrew Balas, 25. Balas, with the
help of his parents, opened his
cosmopolitan coffee house, locat-
ed on Brown Road near the
University of Akron, in September
of 1998.
Wooster residents may wonder
why they should care about anoth-
er coffeehouse, especially one that
requires a drive all the way to
Akron, when there are already a
handful of local spots. But Caf
Momus is not your average java
peddler. The simple yet regal
brick building was designed by
Kay Balas, Andrew's mother,
based on 17th century English
coffeehouses. The red velvety and
hardwood interior is soothing and
2002 budget proposal expanded
AmeriCorps and bolstered finan-
cial support for the program and
its many subsidiaries, including
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America), NCCC (National
Civilian Community Corps), City-Ye-ar
and Habitat for Humanity.
AmeriCorps members usually
spend a one or two-ye-ar term
working in community-base- d
organizations to address needs in
four crucial areas: education, pub-
lic safety, human services and the
environment.
Members are dispatched to dif-
ferent parts of the country where
they live in relative austerity on
small living allowances provided
by the government.
They are expected to be dili-
gent, compassionate and commit-
ted catalysts for change whether
they are organizing an after-scho- ol
program for inner-cit-y
children, coordinating job train-
ing for Spanish-speakin- g immi-
grants or fighting to keep a free
clinic from closing its doors.
Health insurance is granted to
revival cafe in Akron worth seeking out
comfortable. The main room is
dominated by a large bar backed
with brass espresso and coffee
machines. Circular tables with
padded seats are terraced
throughout the room. An upstairs
loft accommodates smoking cus-
tomers. According to Amir
Talaizadeh, Akron University
student and Cafe" Momus barista,
at this coffeehouse "atmos-
phere is 100."
The patrons of Cafe" Momus are
a very eclectic bunch. "It's a hit --
spot for college students, profes-
sors, business types, all kinds,"
Talaizadeh said. Caf6 Momus is
especially popular with college
students. "It's important for stu-
dents to have this space. People
come to relax and maybe do some
work you can't always do that
in the library and especially not in
the dormitories," said Dane
Waits, another Akron U student
and Cafe' Momus employee.
The menu offers high quality
hot and cold drinks, breakfast and
lunch items and desserts at.
all participants. In addition, mem-
bers who accumulate over 1,700
hours of community service are
rewarded with $4,725 that may be
channeled into a graduate school
account, or used to pay off old stu-
dent loans. Members who log 900
hours are eligible to receive an
award of $2,362.50. As an added
bonus the government extends
clemency to volunteers, by
expanding the timetable they have
to pay off undergraduate loans.
More than 1,000 members serve
in 78 AmeriCorps programs
throughout Ohio, and thousands of
others volunteer across the coun-
try through VISTA and NCCC..
Currently, six Wooster graduates,
Beth Roessler '98, Elizabeth
Dooher '97, Laura Gaither '89,
Molly Metz '97, Sara Barton '94
and Erika Putinsky '96, are scat-
tered across the country, dedicating
24 months of their lives to Human
Services and Higher Education.
Barton, who is currendy resid-
ing in South Lake, California, is
involved in implementing public
restoration projects in the Lake
affordable prices. A cup of house
coffee runs $1.06 with free refills,
while deli sandwiches average
about $4.50. "The pani- -
nis are by far our most
popular sandwich,"
Talaizadeh said.
Personally, I recommend
the Rueben; generous
' ' 1 inportions of tender
corned beef between two
slices of "pretzel bread"
.-
-,
.
grilled to perfection.
Caf6 Momus offers daily y
rotating soups, vegetari-
an and meat paninis and
quiche specials, as well
Moma' " di"'m" "" ' "week, the spotlighted
drink was "Cherry White
Mocha: espresso with
white chocolate and a hint of cher-
ry flavor."
Caf6 Momus also features
Tuesday open mic night and peri-
odic live bands. Off the main bar
area is a library complete , with
sofas and fireplace. Books are sold
Tahoe Basin.
"It's great living in the Basin,
and working in nature is something
I always wanted to do," she said.
"We get people from the com-
munity to come out and help with
our preservation efforts, and you
tend to discover that there are
good people in the world and that
you can make a small difference."
After graduating from Wooster
in 1994, Barton reached an
impasse and struggled for direc-
tion in her life. "I couldn't figure
out what the heck I wanted to do
and didn't want to commit to
graduate school or look for a
full-tim- e job. AmeriCorps was an
appealing option that just kept
coming up and finally I went with
it. and am glad I did," she said.
Alex Curley 05 first herad
about Americorps from a family
friend, and became involved in
the program after graduating from
high school in 2000. She worked
in the Pacific Northwest at a
YMCA and an Easter Seals camp
working to repair damaged areas
and to improve the overall appear
for one dollar with all proceeds
donated by the Balases to Project
Learn, an adult literacy charity.
I I,"' ill ; . " t a I J A
Photo by Andrew Stimson
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The name "Caf6 Momus: A
Penny University" arose out of
experiences the Balases had trav-
eling in Europe. The first literary
caf6 in Paris, founded in the 18th
century, was called Cafifi Momus.
Momus was a Greek god of mer- -
ance of the camps.
For another project Curley
worked with a groups of others to
put roofs on four different houses
in seven weeks. She and the oth-
ers in the program helped the
house owners build their own
roofs. If it hadn't been for Curley
and the other volunteers, the roofs
would most likely never have
been constructed.
The highlight of Curley's expe-
rience in the Americorps program
was getting to know so many dif-
ferent people. "I met so many peo-
ple from so many different areas
of the country. I made 11 new
best friends. The work was really
hard at times, but working and liv-
ing with the same group of people
was amazing," Curley said.
For more information on how
to join AmeriCorps call 1-800-9- 42-2677
or visit www. ameri-corps.or- g.
Applications can be
obtained in the Rubbermaid
Student Development Center.
--Additional reporting by Kara
Barney, Asst. Features Editor
riment and laughter. The term
"Penny University" comes from
17th century England coffee
houses, which were meeting
places for intellectuals to
freely share ideas outside
the confines of a university
setting. The coffee at these
establishments costs only a
penny.
Cafe Momus is open
Monday through Thursday 7
am. to 11 p.m. Friday and
Saturday it is open to mid-
night and it is closed on
Sunday. To get jhere from
Wooster, take Ohio Route
on 585 and merge onto 21N.amay
Take I-7-6E towards Akron.
Stay on I-7-6E until Ohio
Route 8N. Take the
Exchange Street exit off 8N and
turn left off the ramp. Turn left on
Brown. Cafi Momus is two blocks
up on the left at 491 Brown.
--Additional reporting by Marco
Federico, potential staff writer
Fe 8
Mindy Fichter '04's wardrobe and flame
red hair helps the illusion that she is the
real life incarnation of Laura Prepon's
flower child on "That 70s Show."
Christopher Mark Outwin '05 doubles as
several of Calvin Klein's photo subjects.
"Good music, great prices," said Outwin
unrelatedly.
Maria Carpenedo '02 doppelgangs as
Uma Thurman, though the syringe-plungin- g
in "Pulp Fiction" isn't quite her style.
Economics Professor Jack Julian - would
make us believe he's from K-PA- X. Keiser
Soze! Keiser Soze! And like that ... he's gone
rr - zrin
'03. Donning short, blond shoulder-lengt- h
hair about the time "Cruel Intentions" was
out, Norris had the Reese look on lock.
in
' '
l mniiir - -- -
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Did anyone ever tell you that you look like...
A normal trip through the dining hall can take a turn for the surreal should you encounter one of them. A sideways glance as you hold the door for some--j
one can result in neck-snappi- ng agony if you happen to pass one of their kind. They go about their days, innocently aloof of the collisions and perplexi-- J
ties they incite. They are the look-alike-s, the celebrity doppelgangers that wander the campus, attracting the attention of all the unsuspecting persons they
cross. Listed here for the safety and convenience of the campus community, who may now go about their lives unmolested by the pesky sensation that
they might have just seen one of the famous ones here for some unfathomable reason. If once David Bowie had come, could it happen again?
Photos by Andrew Bontto and Sarah Core, Writing by Victor Rortvedt
with Additional Reporting by Andrew Bomto and Sarah Core
Amanda Dahlin '05 is clueless about her
resemblence to Alicia Silverstone. "I don't
see it,"said Dahlin. As if!
( ,)... md) -
,
I
'it's"It' allll inm the chin" for Reesel :- -
Reality totally bites when you're always
mistaken for angsty Winona Ryder, like
Caroline Kramer '03. At least a few times a
week, she's confronted as the Gen-- X icon.
Witherspoon look-alik- e Lindsey Norris
Nicholas Harmon '04 aka Private Ryan to
his friends back home, has fooled passerbys
on the street and a nearsighted librarian
with his daily Matt Damon impression.
Consulate urges students to travel responsibly
Victor Rortvedt
Features Editor
The U.S. Department of State's
Bureau of Consular Affairs has
issued a warning to American stu-
dents planning on travelling over-
seas over- - spring and summer
breaks, detailing the risks and
potential penalties for reckless
behavior abroad. Their "Travel
Safety and Information for Students"
fact sheet of February 2002 reports
that over 200 American citizens are
arrested abroad each year, approxi-
mately half of which involve drug
or narcotics charges. Once a person
is arrested, an American Consular
Officer can visit them in jail, give
them a list of attorneys, notify their
family andor friends, relay requests
for money, ensure compliance with
internationally accepted prisoner
rights and protest mistreatment or
abuse to the appropriate authorities,
but they cannot demand a person's
release, get them out ofjail, or have
them extradited from the country.
The Bureau recommends travelers
visit www.state.gov and examine
the Consular Information Sheet on
the country they will be visiting for
up to date information on entry reg-
ulations, drug penalties and the
location of the U.S. embassy, con-
sulates and consular agencies. For
a vicarious worst-case-scenar- io
experience, rent "Midnight
Express, " and stay out of Turkish
prison for life.
El 8.
Why did Britney cross the road? To make millions.
Katie Berkshire
A&E Editor
I went into "Crossroads"
expecting to be amused by
Britney's pathetic
attempt at acting. I
will forgo the plot
summary, since
J.P. Peterson took
care of that in this
space last week.
One of the very
first scenes was
enough to make me
cringe it fea
tured Britney danc-
ing on her bed clad only in her
underwear. I believe I muttered
"Oh good Lord" to my friends
who so kindly accompanied me
on this endeavor.
There were certainly a handful
of scenes in which Britney is clad
in the same sort of attire. (If
Britney is onstage then God forbid
her tummy be concealed!) And
yes, Britney's acting is below par
(although surprisingly not as bad
as I expected it to be).
There was a proper amount of
cheese and predictability in this
movie as well. I don't think I will
--X iOijt To See A
WiC --ntei U 9m-l(4S- M(r
b.t.
C. (OC -- oc"C gnT
TUe Crcefmtc.,,
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be ruining anything by disclos-
ing that Britney's character,
Lucy, and her two childhood
friends, who were until now
estranged and spend the first part
of the movie bickering, become
best friends again. It's also not
exactly shocking that Lucy
takes the spotlight in the end,
wowing the record company and
audience alike.
The scene in which Lucy and
her man almost kiss is also
painfully cheesy. Perhaps the
main factor in this cheesiness is
Lucy's reading of her "poetry"
fbe. HetxcxJZ.w.
trr 's uwrcH
By Dan O'Connor
the all-to- o familiar "I'm not a
girlnot yet a womanall I need is
timea moment that is mine ... "
Look out, Walt Whitman!
Interestingly, the movie tack-
les some complex issues, such
as teen pregnancy and rape. It
shies away from actually con-
fronting them, though, instead
just glossing over them as "bad."
Each one of the three girls suffers
a painful heartbreak during the
course of the trip. It's not really
believable that they would be
giggling and grinning so soon
after their traumas, but that is in
fact what happens.
Oh, have I forgotten to men-
tion the other actors appearing
in the film? Probably because
they are fairly forgettable. They
serve one sole purpose to
highlight Britney. Taryn
Manning plays Mimi, the
pregnant girl from the trailer
park. Zoe Saldana plays the
snobby popular Kit. Both did as
well as they could in this type of
movie, while being obviously
overshadowed by Britney. Anson
Mount plays Lucy's love inter-
est, Ben. His performance is
nothing spectacular, but decent
Dan Akroyd plays her overprotec-tiv- e
dad and Kim Cattrall of "Sex
and the City" has a cameo as Lucy's
estranged mother. Personally, I
prefer that Akroyd get the kind
of screen time he did in 1991s
"My Girl" if he is going to play
the paternal figure in a film. He
certainly did not have an opportu-
nity to shine in this one not
that anyone should be surprised.
Despite all of this, I have to say
that I enjoyed this movie. I liked
it a lot, and I would even see it
again. This movie was not smart,
it was not insightful, but it kept
me entertained. 1 will be the first
to admit, however, that I do not
represent a large portion of the
population. I can guarantee that
many people, for example any--o- ne
who has a strong distaste
for Britney, will not like this
movie. But I am a sucker for teen
pop, and I do love a good chick
flick. I (ahem) kind of like
Britney, too.
At the end of the movie, the
girls are all on the beach and we
hear Britney say, "What we
have is now, and what we have
now is each other." Don't laugh,
but I swear I may have started to
tear up.
Four campus bands showcase talent in Mackey Hall
Rachel Kranch
Staff Writer
A crowd of rock fans and sup-
porters of the College music
scene gathered in Mackey Hall
Saturday night for a concert
showcasing the talent of four
campus bands. The event was
organized and executed by the
bands: Caboose, GoodManDown,
Gnome Disclosure and Smoke
Jones. The concert, open to the
entire campus community, was
both a way to provide students
with a good time and to give the
participating bands exposure.
The small gathering of student
supporters present at the start
of the concert soon grew to a
large crowd of jumping concert-goer- s
by the end of the first set.
The energy made it both fun to
watch and fun to hear them,"
said Kate Anderson 05.
"Caboose sounded great and
so did the other bands," said
Mandy Kyle '02. "I hope there
are more concerts like this in
the future."
Dave - Massey '04 echoed
Kyle's sentiments. "I thought the
bands were great," he said.
The bands participating in the
show had only praise for the
event. In fact, according to
GoodManDown member Scott
Roger '05 the only setback to
the entire concert was when the
lights went out for a short period
of time.
"A lot of effort was put into
this event," said Gnome
Disclosure member Nils Erickson
'
'02. "It's been a great experi-
ence and the bands have had a
good time."
According to Marty Coppola
'02, also a member of Gnome
Disclosure, the concert was a
"good opportunity for people on
campus to have a good time."
Peter King '03, a member of
Caboose, said that both the
bands and the audience benefit-
ed from the concert. "The bands
were given exposure, and the
fans were given the chance to
smile and dance," King said.
Mike O'Neil '03, Smoke
Jones band member, was
pleased with the turnout and
also at the knowledge that the
College has "an actual music
scene, where people who can
GoodManDown performs in Mackey Hall last Saturday
along with Caboose, Gnome Disclosure and Smoke Jones.
Get your 1.3. copies
dcr.o at C.'.'.'ce Services.
'a cC.'erchcrp ret 2 3
and friendly sorvice.
Office Services and the
Bookstore wi!I be c pen
Cundsy, T.tcrcti 24
from 12:C0 - 4 p.m.
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play or people who want to play
can come together."
The event was one of many con
Photo by Andrew Bonito
Open to 11
p.m. Mon --
Thurs, 1 a.m.
on Fri & Sat,
Sun 9-- 4 p.m.
Bring in
this ad on
Thursdays
to receive
50 cents
off any
drink
certs put
on by
student
bands
this year.
Therehavebeen
several
concerts
held in
the base-
ment of
Miller
Manor as
well as the traditional weekly per-
formances at Common Grounds.
The Underground has hosted sev-
eral student bands, as well as the
Circle K "Battle of the Bands"
held last semester.
The campus music scene has
even extended into the Wooster
community with student
bands playing at Seattle's
Coffeehouse downtown. The
Student Actitivites Board's
Springfest will also provide a
venue for campus bands to
perform along with visiting
professional bands Oval
Opus, Woodside Quinn and
The Day.
SEATTLE'S
The Luckys, Thurs. Feb. 28,
No Cover
Hal Hixon, Fri. March 1,
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Silent Lion, Sat March 2,
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330-262-29- 98
Arts & Entertainment 8
Beginning Friday at
was impressed with Doner's busine-
ss-like policy and connec-
tions in the business with such
talents as Andy Warhol.
Kauffamn feels as though her
time spent in New York was
extremely worthwhile and benefi-
cial not only for her education,
but also for her future career. Prior
to leaving New York, Kauffman
visited an art exhibit which part
of her I.S. is based on. She
would "love to live in New York
in the future" and is happy with her
new connections.
In a different experience.
Cinemark
Movies 10
A Walk to Remember (PG) (1 2:05, 2:45) 5:20.
Return to Neverland (G) (12:40.2:50)5:15,
We Were Soldiers (R) (12:30) 4:00, 7:00,
Crossroads (PG-13- ) (12:20, 2:40) 5:05,
Big Fat Liar (PG) (12:15,2:20)4:45,
40 Days and 40 Nights (R) (12:25, 2:55) 5:10,
Queen of the Damned (R) (12:00, 2:15) 4:40,
Super Troopers (R) (11 :55, 2:25) 4:55,
Dragonfly (PG-13- ) (12:10,2:30)5:00,
Barney worked for fashion
designer Betsey Johnson.
Working for Johnson, she was
able to experience all the working
elements in the fashion field,
ranging from concept, design and
production to sales and public
"I am confident that these con-
nections I acquired will help me
find a desirable job," said Barney
relations. Barney was also able to
make some solid connections.
"I was presented with a solid rec-
ommendation, personal e-ma- ils and
phone numbers, and photos of the cre-
ative work I did while interning. I am
confident that these connections I
acquired will help me find a desirable
job," she said
But working with an artist or
similar professional is just half of
the educational experience. The
other half lies in the fact that you
are living in the city that never
sleeps, with everything from rock
shows, museums, clubs, restau-
rants, galleries, parks, parades,
shops and just about everything
else imaginable right at your fin-
gertips. "The experience of
being in New York, away from
Wooster was definitely eye-openin- g.
It was a kick of reality that I
Editors: Katie Berkshire & Elizabeth Yuko
Students experience art, culture in NY
Elizabeth Yuko
A&E Editor
Imagine getting the opportunity
to take a semester away from the
pressures of classes and being
able to live your artistic dream
while residing in the cosmopoli-
tan and exhilarating atmosphere
of New York City. Sound too good
to be true? Actually, it is quite possi-
ble for Wooster students, through the
Great Lakes College Association's
New York Arts Program.
This semester-lon- g program is
available for students interested in
visual and performing arts as well
as media. When students arrive in
New York they are given an advi-
sor who places them in an intern-
ship with an art or other types of
professionals in their specific area
of interest. Students work 30 to
40-ho- ur weeks in the internship,
and do not take any classes. Last
semester Liz Kauffman "03.
Claire Adelman "03, Lauren
Barney '03 and Brooke Davis '03
all participated in this program.
Kauffman. an art major with a
particular interest in sculpture was
paired with sculptor Michele Oka
Doner. Working days in Doner's
chic Soho studio apartment,
Kauffman assisted her with a
large coral sculpture made out of
wax. She was surprised to find out
exactly how mmm Jmm
much work
artists' assis-
tants actually
put into creat-
ing the piece.
Kauffman
John Q (PG-13- ) (12:35)4:30,7:15,
7:40, 10:05
7:25, 9:30
10:00
7:20, 9:50
7:05, 9:40
7:45, 10:10
7:10, 9:45
7:35, 10:20
7:30. 9:55)
10:15
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
(Friday, Saturday and Sunday)
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
really needed," said Barney.
"The metropolitan, urban envi-
ronment was like nothing I was
exposed to before."
The program maintains a town-hou- se
which housed about 50 stu-
dents in the Chelsea neighborhood.
"Art was everywhere in Chelsea,"
said Kauffman. Living in that neigh-
borhood provided even more opportu-
nities to visit art galleries and other cul-
tural exhibits in the area. "Being
exposed to so much artwork in the area
really helped my own artwork,"
said Kauffman.
Davis, originally from Westlake,
Ohio, had never been to New York,
and did not know what to expect.
"When I told peole I was going to
New York, the first thing out of their
mouth was 'be careful.' I know it
sounds weird, but I actually felt safer in
New York than I do in Wooster at
times. People often have a warped per-
ception of New York, thanks to the
media," she said.
"There's little I can say to describe
the full range of experiences that 1 had
while in New York," said Davis.
"Living and interning in
the city allowed me to realize that
there's always something big-
ger and there's always something
smaller in life, so there's no need
to worry about the standards of
others. I now try to do what I
find ultimately rewarding."
( : V
Music
Department
Junior and
Senior Recitals
March 2 -- Chris Redd
'03, tuba - 7:30 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
April 6 - Shannon
Dombeck '02, piano --
7:30 p.m. Gault Recital
Hall
April 13 -- Anthony
Springer '02, cello and
Lindsay Marchio '02,
soprano - 4 p.m. Gault
Recital Hall
April 20 - Susan Park
'02, soprano - 7:30 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
April 21 - Megan Kotis
'02, piano - 4 p.m. Gault
Recital Hall
April 27 - Amy Gerber
'03 and Brian Biddle '03,
composition - 7 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
Photo courtesy of Jeffrey Lindberq
Trombonist to perform with jazz ensemble
This Friday, nationally known trombonist Paul McKee will perform with the Wooster Ian
Ensemble at 8:15 in Freedlander Theatre. The 20-pie- ce jazz ensemble, conducted by --
Jeffrey Lindberg, will present five songs by artists such as Duke Ellington and Theloniouj ,
Monk along with McKee. McKee received his bachelor of Music Edication from the i
University of Northern Iowa and his master of music degree in composition from the ;
University of Texas in Austin.
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Scots qualify for nationals, to be hosted by Wooster
Women expect to send 10 swimmers and a diver to Nationals, the most in Wooster history
Jenny Nicol
Sports Editor
The Wooster swimming and
diving teams have finished their
regular season, but 1 1 members of
the women's squad are looking
ahead to the NCAA Div. Ill
Championships this spring. This
year, Wooster is hosting the
national meet at Miami
University from March 14-1- 6.
According to Assistant Coach
Rob Harrington, the list of swim-
mers invited to nationals will be
out today. Eleven swimmers have
made preliminary national cuts.
Liz Whittam '05 has qualified for
the meet in the 200 and 400 indi
vidual medley, the 200 breast-strok- e,
the 400 and 800 freestyle
relays and the 200 and 400 med-
ley relays.
Beth Starling '02 has qualified
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke
and the 200 butterfly, while Jenny
Bayuk '04 also qualified in both
breaststroke events, the 200 indi-
vidual medley and the 200 and
400 medley relays. Kayla
Heising '04 turned in qualifying
performances in the 50 and 100
freestyle, the 100 butterfly, the
200 and 400 freestyle relays and
the 200 medley relay. Tanya
Taransenkov '04 also qualified in
the 50 freestyle, as well as the200
freestyle and 200 medley relays.
Sophie Brym '05 qualified for
the meet in the 200 individual
medley, the 100 and 200 freestyle,
the 400 and 800 freestyle relays,
and the "400 medley relay.
Elizabeth Roesch '05 has also
turned in preliminary times in the
500 and 1650 freestyle. Sonya
Tarasenkov '04 will be swimming
as a member of the 200 and 800
freestyle relays, as well as the 400
medley relay. Kate Henley '05
will be a part of the 200 freestyle
relay, and Lori Mitskavich '02
will swim on the 800 freestyle
relay. Sarah Connolly 02 has
also preliminary qualified for the 1-m- eter
diving event
'Tomorrow we find out who is
Tennis season starts off slowly
David Powell
Sports Editor
Both the men's and women's
tennis teams fell to Walsh
University in their first matches
of the season on indoor courts in
Canton; Ohio last weekend.
After several missed opportuni-
ties the men lost 5--2 and the
women were defeated 6--3.
The Cavaliers were playing
their fourth match of the season
and their previous experience, on
the court this season impacted the
match.
In the men's match the
Cavaliers won the doubles points
2-- 1. Clint Bailey 03 and Matt
Sykes '05 took court three for the
Scots with an 8-- 4 victory.
At No. 2, Jake Sintich '02 won
his singles match. Sintich split
the first two sets 3-- 6, 6--4 and won
the third set after his opponent
retired at 1-- 0. Nikhil Gonsalves
'05 at No. 5 won his first match in
Black and Gold in two straight
sets 6--3, 6-- 3. At first singles,
Nilesh Saldanha '04 dropped his
match after three long, close sets
6-4,3-6,-
7-5.
"I was thrilled to have won my
first match,'' Gonsalves said. "I
hope to continue to win and stay
in the varsity line-u-p for the
season.
The women, however, managed
A Scot tennis player hits during practice.
to tie the single's matches. Stacia
Kock '04, playing at No. 2, won
6--1, 6--3 and Sarah Drewes '04
came back after losing her first set
to win 4-- 6, 7-- 6, 6-- 2. No. 3Angie
Beeler '05 won her first Wooster
match in straight sets 6-- 3, 6--1.
Walsh dominated the
women's doubles, winning all
three matches.
t
la
t : -
File Photo
"We practiced doubles in the
pre-seaso- n, but we had two new
doubles teams playing in this
match and I think we all need to
readjust to playing college tennis
again, Kock said.
The Scots will be traveling to
Hilton Head, S. C, over spring
break to compete against non-confere- nce
teams.
invited to the meet We feel
strongly that all relays will be
invited, as well as our individual
swimmers. Eleven swimmers
would be the most we have ever
taken to nationals, and we're
looking to do the best we have
ever done at this meet, hope-
fully in the top five teams,"
Harrington said.
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Interested in covering a '
Spring Sport?
Call Todd x7148 or Dave x6890
mTHE NEXT-NEX-T MICHAEL
Much hype has been given to Kobe Bryant about becoming the
next Michael Jordan, and such talk has also existed about high school
phenomenon LaBron James. However, we think we have found the
air apparent just down the street. His name is James Jackson (his
name has been changed from Jevondis to James to protect his privacy).
We have had a chance to observe this athlete extraordinare at
Perky's Day Care. To our knowledge he is the undefeated champion
in the weekly sock-wrestli- ng tournament. (For anyone that wants to
watch, these take place on Thursdays at 2:30 p.m.) He prides himself
on pure determination and w illpower. We have seen him take down
the likes of Claire "the Bear" and Tenacious Triston many a time.
Looking at this 6 year-old- 's frame, you can see the confidence he
has in himself. But after you hear him speak it erases any doubt.
When asked if he could take Tiger Woods in a golf match, he replied,
"no problem.' When asked how he would handle The Rock in a
wrestling match, he smiku and explained, "I would crush him.' I
would stomp on his teeth and poke out his eyes.' -- "
This kid is only six years old. However, when you watch him out-siJ- e,
it's apparent that basketball is his sport. When we aiked him
about his chances to play in the NBA, he responded, "boring. in a
way that only a six year-o!- J can. Just watching him play it's obvi
ous, he can t stay on the court for two seconds. Some say it is
because he is not athletic enough, but we know that it is because he
is bored with out competition.
.
The last part of our conversation with James revolved around his
potential to become the next Michael Jordan. He proceeded to grab
two dinosaurs and ask us, ' I've answered enough of your questions,
can we go play now?" The obvious implication that others would
draw would be that he wanted to play dinosaurs. But we know that
when he says, "Let's play dinosaurs," he really means, "I want to
take over and dominate everyone that steps iu my path." "
Finally we asked James about his future plans. While many peo
ple anticipate him turning pro within the next few years.be has other
ideas. When asked about his ideal job, he looked at us and said, "I want
to work at Burger King." We can already see him wearing that crown. v
OLYMPICS DEEMED FAILURE
People say that the UJS. is the most dominant country in the world,
and yet we cannot even win the Olympics when they take place on
our own soil. That's right, those pesky Germans won the medal count
by one. We should have never let them tear down that damn wall,
because if it was snll East Germany and West Germany, we would
have won for sure. . . -
Anyway, the U.S. did all they could to try to gain a victory. They
disqualified the Korean who beat Apolo Ohno and has anyone heard
of Sarah Hughes? She would be the 16-year-- old New Yorker who
won the women's figure skating from out of nowhere. Plus, when did
the half pipe become an Olympic sport? Not until Salt Lake City
hosted the games. Go U.S.A. - . ,
But in the end, it was not enough. The Germans, who are tradi
tionally strong in most of the winter games, proved to be too much.
The difference was in Nordic-skiin- g, where Germany took home
eight medals to the U.S.'s none. So our question is "What the hell is
Nordic-skiin- g and how could anyone win eight medals in it?"
The hockey team brought home silver to the dismay of many
Americans, with the one exception Deing Ben Gillig '04. He said. "I
like the players from team Canada more than tlie US team." Next thing
you know he is going to be listening to Celine Dion and Phil Collins.
Maybe in 2006 they will add snowball fighting, sled riding and
football as Olympic events, so that the U.S. will have a better chance
to get over the hump.
By Erik Shipe and Russell '"Crowe" Smith
FEB. 8
Flag on the play
We teamed fmm "Varsity Blues" that Texas loves its high sclvtol footall, perlmps too much at times. A recent
episode of "Tlie Season " on ESPN highlighted a debute regarding a team made up ofjuvenile inmates at a stale
ftuxded prison for felons in Grimmings, TX tliat play private high scliools. Notably, tltere have not been any inci-
dents of violence on the field or any attempted escapes. Wliat follows is a verbal war between Dave and Todd.
Todd Worly
For 1 6 hours a day. every step that the inmates take
is monitored and planned out by the prison authori-
ties. From classes, to work, to treatment, to meals,
these kids follow such a strict regimen that they are
essentially forced to become better people. Virtually
all of their individuality is taken away, as evidenced
by the fact that they have no free time at all. Any kid
that even thinks about playing football for the prison-sponsor- ed
team must excel at all of the aforementioned
activities day in and day out, or the privilege to play
football is taken away. Every player that straps on a
pair of shoulder pads for Grimmings has earned it.
There is no denying the fact that whatever these
kids did, whether it's murder, rape or some other
type of felony, is heinous and morally wrong. But
under law, as juveniles they have the right to go
through this treatment program to hopefully change
themselves. To see their reactions on the show when
parents of murder vic-
tims told stories about
their son or daughter's
childhood, it becomes
blatantly apparent that
these one-tim- e crimi-
nals do in fact have
feelings and really do
regret their past.
Almost every prisoner
at Grimmings that com-
pletes his or her sentence
and continually strives
to improve in all aspects
of the program is
released back into socie-
ty. This is where it
becomes blatantly clear that allowing inmates to play
football is a positive statute. If you treat a kid. espe-
cially one who had a rough upbringing which con-
tributed to a serious crime, like an animal, after sev-
eral years he or she will permanently become an ani-
mal. Is this the type of person we want released into
our society? Of course not. Football can be used to
instill such vital personal attributes as discipline,
character, teamwork, pride and self-confiden- ce in
these young men. attributes that they evidently
lacked before their stay at Grimmings.
Few. if any. of these kids will ever go on to play
college football, let alone professionally, but just the
experience of being a part of something bigger than
themselves will transform them into productive
members of society. I am not in any way condoning
their actions, but many of these prisoners grew up in
an environment where they never had anybody that
loved or cared about them. Think of the huge impact
they must feel by having a coach who cares about
their development or a teammate that congratulates
them for a great play. Just from watching segments
of some of their games. I got a huge grin on my face
and chills down my spine when they scored or made
an outstanding play. These kids need to experience
success at some point in their lives before thev are
released back into society, and the football field is
the perfect stage tor it.
David Powell
In what kind of place do they let rapists and mur-
derers play football? If you said the NFL, you
would be right. However, they also do it in
Texas juvenile prisons.
We can call these felons "kids," we can mourn
their lost childhood and we can talk about how the
environment they grew up in contributed to their
delinquency. All of these things may be true and all
of them are unfortunate circumstances.
This does not change the fact that these young men
and women committed horrible acts of violence.
These "kids" are not normal young adults and they
made the mistake which resulted in a sacrifice of
their childhoods. Now, they are suffering the conse-
quences for their actions and eventually they will get
a second chance. For now though, just like everyone
who makes mistakes, suck it up and deal.
Perhaps football would give them a piece of
their childhood back.
I'm sure the people
they raped or mur-
dered would also love
to have their lives
back as well.
When someone com-
mits acts of violence
against other people,
they have chosen to for-
feit their rights to living
the life of ordinary citi-
zens. Their lives are
strictly controlled
because they have shown
that they are incapable of
controlling their lives
themselves. Prisoners should not be allowed to
indulge in the pleasures that other young adults
are afforded.
Football is not a form of rehabilitation, it's a sport.
At that, it's a highly aggressive sport. Prisoners who
have committed such violent acts shouldn't be
encouraged to exercise aggression in any form. No
problems have yet occurred on the football fields.
But those who play with fire get burned. How is the
state going to explain to mom that a prisoner who
murdered someone a few years ago beat up her little
Toddy after he lost his temper on the field?
The values of learning about success and gain-
ing encouragement is not lost to prisoners. They
can learn these values through other means than
playing football, such as through their work in
prison or school.
There are many problems with prisons and
changes need to be made. Football is not the answer.
Instead, more money should be going into improving
the env ironments in which these kids grow up.
1 may be being harsh, and some may say. not
even fair. These "kids." however, haven't been
fair and they certainly have been harsh to society.
They must now learn from their mistakes in a
fashion that doesn't threaten others and helps
them understand that they are in prison to be pun-
ished, not to play football.
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Men's B-b- all finishes season with heartbreaking loss
Ass Raymosd
Editor-Is-Chi- ef
The mens basketball team was
on the doorstep of winning its
fourth-straig- ht North Coast
Athletic Conference tournament
title and qualifying for its eighth-straig- ht
NCAA Div. Ill tourna-
ment last weekend.
The Scots succeeded in making
it to the tournament's final by
beating Wabash College 83-8- 0 in
the semifinals Friday, setting up a
third meeting between the Scots
and Wittenberg University for the
title. Wooster. however, could not
hold onto its late second half lead,
losing to the Tigers 58-5- 7. ending
its three-yea- r reign as NCAC
tournament champions.
The Scots came out firing in the
first half of semifinal action,
draining 69 percent of their
attempts from the floor while
holding the Little Giants to just 50
percent shooting from the field.
Remarkably. Wooster one-upp- ed
its efforts from
behind the arc. con-
verting 70 percent of
its attempts from
three-poi- nt range,
including Matt Smith
'03'$ perfect 6-for- -6
from downtown in
the first 20 minutes of play.
Courtesy of prolific scoring from
both inside the paint and behind
the three-poi- nt line, the Scots
headed into the break with a 13-po- int
lead. 47-3- 4.
For most of the second half, the
Scots maintained a comfortable
double-dig- it lead over the Little
Giants. Wabash put together a
very late run, cutting the Scots
lead to four points, 79-7- 5, with
less than a minute to play. The
Scots stymied the Little Giants'
run by stepping to the free throw
Women's
Lacrosse
Spring break com-
petition in Panama
City, Fla.
line with confidence and drain-
ing all four of their attempts
from the charity stripe to seal
the win, 83-8- 0.
Head Coach Steve Moore was
pleased with the play of his team,
crediting the teams intense prepa-
ration for the win. "Our guys pre-
pared real hard to play against
their zone defense and that was a
big key to the win," he said.
Bryan Nelson "03 led the offen-
sive effort for the Scots, scoring
25 points, including a perfect 3-fo- r-3
night from behind the arc
while Smith added 23 points to
the win. Antwyan Reynolds 02
had a record setting night, hitting
two three-pointe- rs to put him
atop the all-ti- me career stand-
ings for three-pointe- rs made
with 162.
Going into Saturday night's
conference tournament title game,
which featured the Tigers and the
Scots in a rematch of last year's
title game in Springfield, Ohio,
the Scots knew that to win they
" look back with nothing but
fond memories. The experience
was definitely worth the time
and effort, " Carlisle said.
would have to leave everything on
the court
Brian Carlisle '02 said,
"(Antwyan and I talked about
giving it everything because if we
didn't win we knew we were
coming home and the season
would be over."
In what would prove to be
Reynolds and Carlisle's last game
of the season, the Scots would fall
just short of retaining their NCAC
tournament title, losing by one
point, 58-5- 7.
Wooster played solid defense in
Golf
Spring break com-
petition in West
Palm Beach, Fla.
the first half, holding the Tigers to
just 32 percent shooting from the
floor while netting 44 percent of
its shots from the field in the first
20 minutes of play.
In spite of the difference in
shooting per-
centage, the
Scots, went into
halftime with
only a one-poi- nt
lead, 24-2- 3, due
to an eight-poi- nt
advantage from
the foul line for
Wittenberg.
The Tigers
drained eight of
their 13 attempts
from the charity
stripe, while the
Scots never had
the chance to toe
the free-thro- w
line in the first
half of play.
Over the first
12 minutes of
m the second
half, the
Scots
worked to
build an
eight point
lead over
the Tigers,
46-3- 8, but had
that lead disap
pear when
Wittenberg took advantage of a
dry spell in Wooster's offense to
create an 11-- 3 run.
With less than four minutes
remaining in the game, the Scots
found themselves tied with the
Tigers at 49 apiece.
A three-point- er from Blake
Mealer 05 gave Wooster a
momentary lead, 52-4- 9, and
sparked what would become a
back-and-for- th battle for the final
Men's
Lacrosse .
March 16-1- 7
at Gilford
Tournament
Softball
Spring break
competition in
-- Orlando, Fla.
four minutes of the game.
Wittenberg countered Mealer's
three-point- er with four straight
points of its own to take the lead,
its first of the game, with less than
three minutes left to the final
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Photo by Ann Raymond
Brian Nelson '03 looks to score down low against an opponent from
Allegheny in NCAC Tournment action.
buzzer. Smith netted his only
three-point- er of the night to give
the lead back to Wooster, 55-5- 3,
and Wittenberg drained the equal-
izer with two minutes to play.
Nelson gave Wooster another
two-poi- nt cushion with 40 sec-
onds to go, but it would not be
enough for the Scots to retain
their tournament title in
Springfield.
With less than 10 seconds to
Tennis
Spring break
competition in
Hilton Head, S.C.
play, Wittenberg's Greg Rustad
sank all three of the foul shots he
was awarded for being fouled
while attempting a three-pointe- r,
giving the Tigers the win, 58-5- 7.
The Scots had one last chance at
the win, but a
last-secon- d
three-point- er
rimmed out in
the final sec-
onds.
Reynolds
was upset not
only about the
loss but also
about the call
that seemingly
ended his final
season with
the Scots.
"It is not
even the one
point loss, it is
the way the
whole thing
went out.
Anytime you
lose it is dis-
appointing but
when you lose
on a contro-
versial call it
is even more
difficult and
that ended two
guys' careers,
he said.
Looking
back on their four years in Scot
uniforms, though, Carlisle and
Reynolds remember the good
times they had on the hardwood.
"I look back with nothing but
fond memories. The experience
was definitely worth the time and
effort," Carlisle said.
Reynolds added, "It hurts, but
you have to come to the realiza-
tion that all good things have to
come to an end."
Baseball Indoor Track
Spring break March 1-- 2 at
competition in NCAC
Fort Meyers, Championships
Fla.
